
YEAR 6 Spring 2 - Holiday Homework

Well done for your hard work this half term! We are very pleased with your dedication and continuous hard work.

With your SATs only a few weeks away, we have prepared some very exciting, rewarding and engaging activities. It will

really help with your revision and future growth if you engage fully with these tasks. Good Luck!

CGP books:

Continue with your CGP book revision. You should be working through them every day. Try to dedicate at least 30

minutes per day, maybe of a different subject each time. Focus on the topics you feel less confident with first.

Remember to bring your books into school to show us how you are getting on or if you need some help.

Revision Booklets:

Please plan a different test each time throughout your two weeks off. Each test is just 10 minutes (short and

sharp) to help you prepare for your SATs test.

Next term our BIG IDEA is Interdependence and our THEME is Made of More.
Interdependence describes how living things and non-living things relate to and depend on one another.

Made of More explores what is happening next in your life’s journey? Who and what inspires you? What are your

goals? How can you achieve these?  What does it take to be successful? How can you overcome obstacles? What do

we mean when we say the ‘The Sky is Your Limit’?

Creative Writing

Write an adventure story that

includes finding a treasure

map and following the trail.

Will you be part of a pirate

crew? What adventures await

you? If you found a map that

led to some treasure, what

would you do? Would you

follow it and claim the

treasure as your own, or would

you try and find its rightful owner? How would you find out who the treasure belonged to?

Reading:

Log on to Bug Club https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0 every day to read and complete the interactive

quizzes. Are you able to collect the most coins in the

class?

Science homework: Evolution and Inheritance

Your task is to research the famous scientist Charles Darwin. As we have already read “On

the origin of species” in class, you should already have some interesting facts and information

to use. Watch the video link below and make notes of any new and key information as you go

along. Once you have completed this, you will create a Charles Darwin poster with many facts

about him. It should include: Who was he? What books did he write? What were his interests?

What was his research? What were his discoveries? 5 interesting facts

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/ks2-charles-darwin-victorian-science/zddbnrd

Art

Next term, we will be learning all about the artist Lubaina Himid. Your task is to find out about her, what she

did, including examples of her work. Make sure you note down any key dates and significant people who contributed

to her work or inspired her.

https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/ks2-charles-darwin-victorian-science/zddbnrd

